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Almaz was born in early November. The zoo staff had been waiting for his birth for a long 

time. His dad, the tiger Yegor, came to Nordens Ark Zoo from the Swedish Orsa 

Rovdjursparkin February 2021. And his mother Sparta was brought 

from Russia, her story is more dramatic. In February 2007, two 

starving tiger cubs came to the road near a remote Primorye 

village where lumber men picked them up and called the 

Inspection Tiger. Four-month-old orphaned tiger cubs were brought 

back to life by all efforts: one of the inspectors sheltered them in 

the courtyard, veterinarians from Vladivostok and the Moscow Zoo 

provided consultations, examination and treatment, charitable 

organizations including WWF Russia donated funds for medicines 

and food. Both local villagers and people from other regions were involved in rescuing 

Constance and Sparta, as the cubs were named. After the striped pets got stronger and 

recovered, Constance was moved to the Russian Penza zoo, and Sparta went to Sweden. 

They became part of the Amur Tiger European Breeding Program. 

 

Both tigers had cubs before, but Almaz is their first joint highly-valued “product”. That is why 

the cub was named Almaz, because he is as precious as this mineral. The son of Sparta 

and Yegor will stay in the zoo and will become a new breeding animal. 

 

Nordens Ark Zoo and WWF-Sweden are our reliable partners, and the Northern Tiger 

Project, which they have been supporting since 2011 is one of the most effective. It is highly 

important that it is based on a comprehensive approach to the Amur tiger protection. This 

tremendous work has brought great results - a significant increase in the number of the 

world's northernmost tigers. And our Sparta continues to help us in this work, even from a 

far away Sweden. And she has got a new little assistant Almaz. 

 

Watch this happy striped couple on live feed from the tiger den: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFfHLFhBOGc 

 

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/v-shvedskom-zooparke-

severnyy-kovcheg-rodilsya-amurskiy-tigryenok-almaz/ 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFfHLFhBOGc
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/v-shvedskom-zooparke-severnyy-kovcheg-rodilsya-amurskiy-tigryenok-almaz/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/v-shvedskom-zooparke-severnyy-kovcheg-rodilsya-amurskiy-tigryenok-almaz/
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Corridor Conference were held in Harbin in Oct, 2021 to discuss the 

tiger corridors along Heda highway and tiger habitats in China with 

the coordination of WWF. Four potential corridors were identified to 

connect the Zhangguangcai Mountain and Northeast China Tiger and 

Leopard National Park; the methodology of corridors construction 

was also discussed in this meeting. The participants agreed that the 

corridors along Heda Highway are of the most urgent need for 

current tiger range expansion in China. A total of 42 tigers could be 

accommodated by Zhangguancai Mountain if the tiger habitats are 

connected based on the study on to the habitat status and area of 

this range.  

 

 

The coming year can be a challenge both for people and wild animals. WWF, together with 

experts, is monitoring the situation with wild animals in the south of the Russian Far East in 

deep snow conditions. 50 - 80 cm deep snow in the central part of Sikhote-Alin and almost 

one meter in the mountains and in northern areas guarantee the most difficult winter for 

almost all ungulate species, especially short-legged and “narrow-footed”. Unfortunately, 

wild animals will face troubles in finding food and breaking through such a deep snow for 

the entire winter, almost until May. Poachers already took advantage of the emergency 

situation and went to their illegal hunt. WWF Russia calls on game users and all interested 

organizations to strengthen anti-poaching work and to support ungulates in order to 

mitigate the consequences of the climatic anomaly. 

 

A number of hunting clubs in the region have 

already begun to help animals: they cut trails, 

set feeding sites and take measures to combat 

poaching. WWF has already provided support 

to the anti-poaching work of Khabarovsky, 

Evreiskaya and Amurskaya Wildlife 

Management Departments, as well as the work 

of conflict resolution groups. Supplementary 

feeding for ungulates has already begun in Irbis 

and Tayozhnoye hunting clubs. Additional forage and fuel will be provided for the northern 

territories in need. We have to make all efforts to save animals from death. 

More details are here: WWF-Russia: deep snow in the Russian Far East threatens the 

ungulates with death 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/bioraznoobrazie/anomalno-glubokiy-sneg-na-dalnem-vostoke-grozit-gibelyu-kopytnym-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/bioraznoobrazie/anomalno-glubokiy-sneg-na-dalnem-vostoke-grozit-gibelyu-kopytnym-/
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Rangers are the soldiers at the frontline in protection of 

nature and wildlife. They conduct fundamental but essential, 

usually hard and dangerous daily jobs for conservation, like 

patrolling in protected area. A qualified ranger needs to have 

certain comprehensive abilities: identification of key 

biological species in the working environment, understanding 

of key species and the threat factors they face, use and 

maintenance of ranger tools, wilderness survival skills, 

master of laws and regulations related to wildlife 

conservation, reasonable processing of human-wildlife 

conflict cases, effective communication with local 

communities, etc.. In addition to the above individual skills, 

good teamwork and cooperation are also necessary. 

 

Rangers need to continuously improve their capacity to meet conservation needs. Since 

2006, WWF has been supporting China’s tiger range partners to establish a professional 

conservation team and offer training for rangers. 

 

Why Wechat Ranger Training App? 

 

Affected by the epidemics, the offline training courses organized by the conservation units 

were limited and could not meet the requirements for the capacity building of rangers. At 

the same time, rangers require reliable reference information during daily field patrols or 

when they encounter unexpected events. 

 

In 2021, WWF NEC and its partners developed and designed a set of wildlife conservation 

online courses that can be accessed online. Users can use the WeChat App to learn 

remotely according to their time, or quickly retrieve relevant content when they encounter 

emergencies, so that rangers could access the information in their patrol work. 

 

What are the features of the Wechat App? 

 

Due to the impact of the epidemic, many offline training cannot be carried out on time, so 

the application of WeChat applet is particularly important. Rangers can improve their 

professional skills by learning the courses available on the WeChat app,. 

 

The course provided by the App consists of 8 chapters and 40 sections, including: basic 

theory of nature conservation, wildlife identification, patrol, monitoring and survey, nature 

reserve management, nature education, community co-management skills and models, 

field rescue and wildlife rescue, and interpretation of wildlife protection regulations. This 

online course is suitable for the following scenarios. 

 

1. In SAMAP (Anti-poaching Assessment and Management Mechanism) platform, all grid 

members (rangers) who participate in SAMAP assessment need to systematically complete 

online courses and participate in the assessment. 

2. In addition to the SAMAP pilot, other participants can learn and retrieve relevant content 

by themselves.  

Besides, relevant example questions and interpretations are designed to facilitate the 
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assessment required. 

 

The SAMAP platform (It is also a Wechat App for SAMAP management) in the rangers’ 

training WeChat app is not only able to conduct training and assessment for rangers, but 

also to connect the rangers, community grid members and public security police, build an 

online communication platform for each subject, and further promote information sharing 

among various subjects. The applet can also timely monitor the work of rangers and 

community workers in real time, and the work and study of rangers and community workers 

will be publicly displayed on the system, so that they can be better supervised and have a 

basis for the subsequent evaluation work. 

 

Another feature of the applet is that it is very convenient and requires only a mobile phone. 

As long as you can log into WeChat, you can use the App, and the threshold for 

participation is very low. Many rangers are over 30 years old, some older rangers are not 

very familiar with the operation of smart phones, who will feel difficult to run  some slightly 

complex App. In comparison, the WeChat applet is the best choice because it is easy to 

operate and is not very demanding on mobile phone, so that rangers will not be resistant to 

new ways of learning. 

 

At the same time, WeChat applet can meet the current SAMAP platform needs with low 

cost, for SAMAP applet development only cost RMB 20,000 yuan, with low input.  

 

Although there are still some problems, the WWF NEC and partners will identify the 

problems and improve the programme to make it more perfect by updating the training 

content in time, so that it can be widely used by all rangers and bring convenience to the 

rangers' work and make the wildlife conservation work easier.  

 

The rangers in Huangnihe Nature Reserve were very excited to record 

the tiger footprints, Judging from the width of the palm and stride, it is—

—Tiger “Hu Wa”; the rangers have been protecting for many years. Yes, 

Tiger “Hu Wa” is back to the nature reserve. Wiith the deep and 

powerful footprints, it is roaming with its feet born wind. Hu Wa is still 

looking for a mate. This habitat is an "isolated island" with no corridor 

and cannot be connected with other tiger range. Habitat fragmentation 

is a major threat to the tigers. Conservationists are working on 

connecting tiger habitats. 2022 is Tiger Year. Hope that Hu Wa will not 

be alone. 
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Seasonal fire-prevention treatment of trees with Oriental stork 

nests were done in Amurskaya and Evreiskaya provinces. In the 

mid October, Oriental storks and cranes breeding in the Amur 

basin headed for their wintering places. The time, when Amur 

wetlands become deserted, is the best to start fire-prevention 

treatment of trees and artificial supports, which Red Listed birds 

use for building nests. However, grass fires remain the main threat 

to this rare species. Annually in autumn, specialists mow and 

remove dry grass and shrubs around trees with nests so that fire 

could not reach them. In order to avoid their damage and 

destruction, the tree trunk is treated with a special firestop spray, which protects the wood 

both from fire and decay, prolonging its life. 

 

This work initiated by WWF Russia together with the “Stork Nests Keepers” public 

movement more than 15 years ago is carried out in the Amur basin on a regular basis and 

is bringing good results. 

 

Over the past 20 years, the number of Oriental storks in the Russian part of the Amur basin 

has doubled and now is estimated at more than 950 breeding pairs. Our colleagues from 

China register about 6,000 Oriental storks on wintering sites.  

 

41 nests were prevented from fires in the Khingan-Arkhara lowland; 62 trees with nests in 

Evreiskaya province, and 43 trees in Amurskaya province. 

 

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/v-basseyne-amura-bolee-

150-aistinykh-gnezd-zashchitili-ot-pozharov-/ 

 

WWF- Mongolia has been in charge of 

conservation management of Khar Yamaat 

Nature Reserve (NR) since 2014. The area is 

unique that spans territories of Sukhbaatar 

and Khentii provinces and local governments 

and communities are actively involved in 

conservation management.    

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/v-basseyne-amura-bolee-150-aistinykh-gnezd-zashchitili-ot-pozharov-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/v-basseyne-amura-bolee-150-aistinykh-gnezd-zashchitili-ot-pozharov-/
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One of the concerns for the NR was the near extinction of marmot population due to 

poaching, in particular. That’s why WWF-Mongolia cooperation with local stakeholders 

started marmot re-introduction in 2019.  Currently, a total of 100 individuals of Marmota 

Sibirica, which were brought from  Khustai National Park, have been re-introduced in the 

NR. Prior to this work, field researchers from National University of Mongolia studied 

vegetation compositions of Khar Yamaat NR to scientifically define the most suitable habitat 

and a proposal for marmot re-introduction was discussed by local residents.  

 

Specialists from WWF-Mongolia and the NR’s rangers have jointly carried out monitoring on 

location and breeding success of the re-introduced marmots for the last three years.  

According to the monitoring results, the death toll of the marmots re-introduced was low 

while the marmots occupied and moved between the burrows restored by human and newly 

excavated by themselves.  Experts say that it is possible to continue the marmot re-

introduction in the NR in the future because it provides the suitable habitat for the species 

and external threat to the species population has been minimized. The NR’s rangers along 

with volunteer rangers will continue the field monitoring on the re-introduced marmots in the 

future.  

 
 

It is built in November in the territory of the ANO “Amur Biological 

and Tourist Center” in Blagoveshchensk. The house is designed 

for 9 birds. This is the first part of the complex for the rehabilitation 

of Oriental storks and other rare birds. Funds for its construction 

were raised this summer during the environmental campaign 

“Clean River - Living Riversides”, which was held in Moscow by 

the International FMCG/Consumer goods companies Essity and 

Henkel, WWF Russia, and the Auchan hypermarket chain. The 

aim of the initiative was to preserve Oriental storks and the ecosystems of the Amur River. 

Unfortunately, Oriental storks quite often got into troubles, chicks fall on the ground 

because of a nest destruction or, for some other reason, cannot migrate to their wintering 

sites.  

 

While the rehabilitation complex is under construction, the wounded birds are being treated 

in one of the Blagoveshchensk veterinary clinics under the agreement with the Department, 

as well as in the Amur Biological and Tourist Center.  

 

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/v-amurskoy-oblasti-postroen-

teplyy-dom-dlya-reabilitatsii-popavshikh-v-bedu-aistov-/ 
 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/v-amurskoy-oblasti-postroen-teplyy-dom-dlya-reabilitatsii-popavshikh-v-bedu-aistov-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/v-amurskoy-oblasti-postroen-teplyy-dom-dlya-reabilitatsii-popavshikh-v-bedu-aistov-/
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There are four natural springs and one lake often accessed by wild animals in Khar Yamaat 

Nature Reserve (NR). In 2019, a source of Yamaat spring and Khulstai Lake were enclosed 

and prevented from domestic herds.  Like these, the rest of the natural springs in the NR 

were also needed to be fenced off to prevent from livestock occupancy.   

Under the GEF funded “Promoting Dryland Sustainable Landscapes 

and Biodiversity Conservation in the Eastern Steppe of Mongolia”, 

the WWF-Mongolia specialists in cooperation with Khar Yamaat 

NR’s full time and volunteer rangers as well as local residents built 

extended livestock exclosures around sources of springs and 

Khulstai Lake in September, 2019.  Built 300-m and 200-m 

protective fences around sources of Zurkhen and Shar springs, 

respectively, they have started monitoring on water flows and levels at these water bodies.   

 

Khulstai Lake in Khar Yamaat NR is a part of important waterfowl habitats.  Thus, the small 

sized Lake was enclosed in May 2019 at initiative of rangers. This year, the Lake’s fence 

was made sturdier and expanded at 10-15 m distances from the Lake’s shore. Earlier, the 

surrounding areas of the Lake were subject to overgrazing and deterioration due to 

overstocking. However, the Lake’s water level and reed and cane growth have been 

recovered thanks to conservation efforts. For instance, there were 21 bird species recorded 

at the Lake in 2019 spring, but 61 bird species recorded in 2020 spring.  More importantly, 

the endangered white-naped crane has come back to the Lake to nest and spend its 

summer.   

3 new metal tripods for Oriental stork nests are to be erected in 

the Tumen River valley which is located in the southern 

Primorye, on the intersection of border of Russia, DPRK and 

China, and is the most important migratory stop and breeding 

site for waterfowl, including the Oriental stork. However, there 

are no trees in this area to build nests on at all. Changing 

climate and seasonal fires leave no chance for trees to grow 

here. The artificial supports can provide good conditions for 

young storks breeding in the southern Primorye. With the 

support of WWF Russia, 10 artificial metal supports have already been installed in the 

Khanka Nature Reserve, where half of the breeding population of storks in Primorye is 

concentrated, and 3 tripods in the Khasansky Nature Park, behind the engineering line. 

Currently, the pillars are being mounted within the boundaries of the NGO TOF hunting club.  
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One tripod tripods installed earlier in the Khanka Nature Reserve as part of the Russian-

Korean project has become inhabited by Oriental storks. So this collaboration is already 

giving great results. 

 

The project has become possible under the memorandum of understanding on the Oriental 

stork protection  and international cooperation, signed in November 2019 by WWF Russia, 

the Khanka Nature Reserve and the Research Center for Endangered Species of the 

National Institute of Ecology of the Republic of Korea. 

 

More details are here: Installation of artificial supports for Oriental stork nests began in the 

Tumen River valley in Primorsky province (wwf.ru) 
 

On December 8, 2021, the Minister of Natural Resources and Environment of Russia 

signed a decree adopting the Strategy for the Oriental Stork Conservation in Russia. The 

document is based on data of the Oriental stork census on the entire range carried out in 

2018-2019 in the Amur River basin by specialists of the Russian Working Group on the 

Oriental Stork with the support of WWF Russia. The goals for the Strategy by 2030 are the 

following: the population number in Russia is stable-high and amounts to at least 1000 

breeding pairs; the area of wetland PAs suitable for storks increased by 2,500 km² (+ 15%) 

and reached 20,000 km²; the network of protected areas preserves at least 50% of Oriental 

stork nests. 

In 2000, two largest international 

environmental organizations: IUCN (IUCN 

- International Union for Conservation of 

Nature) and WWF-Russia held an 

international meeting “Oriental stork and 

the conservation of wetlands in the Amur 

river basin”. It resulted in elaboration of the 

first national Strategy for this rare species 

conservation. Many of the 

recommendations of this document were 

implemented: more than 800 thousand hectares of stork habitats  were taken under 

protection, artificial supports for nests were installed, fire-prevention treatment for trees with 

nests was introduced, and mass public awareness campaigns were organized. 

The Strategy adoption is a very important step for further ensuring the well-being of this 

species. In the coming years, WWF will focus on conserving key stork habitats: creating 

file:///C:/Users/osass/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/V9U6XX6H/Another%20notable%20event%20of%20the%20outgoing%20year%202021%20is%20that%20one%20of%20the%20pillars%20installed%20in%20the%20Khanka%20nature%20reserve%20according%20to%20the%20Russian-Korean%20project%20was%20inhabited%20by%20Far%20Eastern%20storks.%20So%20this%20collaboration%20is%20already%20bearing%20fruit.
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/memorandum-o-sotrudnichestve-zaklyuchen-dlya-sokhraneniya-dalnevostochnogo-aista-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/memorandum-o-sotrudnichestve-zaklyuchen-dlya-sokhraneniya-dalnevostochnogo-aista-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/ustanovka-opor-dlya-gnezdovaniya-dalnevostochnykh-aistov-nachalas-v-doline-reki-tumannoy-v-primore/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/ustanovka-opor-dlya-gnezdovaniya-dalnevostochnykh-aistov-nachalas-v-doline-reki-tumannoy-v-primore/
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protected areas that will protect breeding sites. It will be necessary to continue work on 

increasing the breeding capacity of the lands and preserve the existing nests, to achieve 

the introduction of best practices in installing bird protection devices and nesting platforms 

on power transmission lines in Khabarovsky and Primorsky provinces. WWF launches 

projects aimed at the development and implementation of environmental measures for 

adaptation to floods, a comprehensive assessment of the impact of agricultural activities, 

fires, land reclamation on freshwater ecosystems and on the Oriental stork. It is important to 

ensure regular international cooperation between our specialists and ornithologists from 

other countries along the flyway. 

 

More information are here: A New National Oriental Stork Conservation Strategy (2030) 

adopted in Russia (wwf.ru) 

 

WWF-Mongolia successfully organized the annual campaign 

"Steppe beauty" to protect the Mongolian gazelle in cooperation 

with eco-club students and local decision makers. Students took 

initiatives to organize promotional and educational activities to 

raise awareness on gazelle conservation and protection at soums 

level in 3 aimags of Eastern Mongolia. The campaign was 

organized at two stages, at soum level and at regional level as a 

joint event in Chingis city in Khentii aimag. 

Eco club students of Batshireet soum organized a gazelle 

conservation campaign social media and shared a video at their soum facebook group to 

change attitude of residents on mongolian gazelle. The video reached 1500 people. They 

also asked the soums’ governor to monitor the implementation of the law on illegal hunting 

of Mongolian gazelles. 

 

Ecoclub students of Bayan-Ovoo soum, Khentii province conducted a survey on gazelle 

conservation from 160 students. They found out that 92% of the respondents somehow 

tried gazelle meat and 83% had seen gazelle carcass which shows that we need to 

organize gazelle protection and conservation activities to reach higher number of people. 

In Bulgan soum, Dornod aimag, Eco club students organized a “Lets protect gazelle” 

campaign for their peer , a total of 50 students at their school through fun activities. 

Students were divided into 10 teams and each team visited 5 information booths named 

“Cognition”, “Creative”, “Book reading”, “Music” and “Fun” where the booths explained the 

benefits of loving the earth and protecting wildlife such as Mongolian gazelle. 

 

Eco club students of Norovlin soum, Khentii aimag reached out to their soum Governor to 

monitor the law enforcement on illegal hunting of gazelle. They also encouraged residents 

who own guns not to consume gazelle meat through petition and online challenge where it 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/utverzhdena-strategiya-sokhraneniya-dalnevostochnogo-aista-v-rossiyskoy-federatsii-do-2030-goda/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/utverzhdena-strategiya-sokhraneniya-dalnevostochnogo-aista-v-rossiyskoy-federatsii-do-2030-goda/
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reached the 30% of the soum residents. Students also proposed to their Citizen’s 

Representative Khural to take action on organizing training on law enforcement, improve 

patrolling and monitoring of gazelle, install information boards and distribute brochures to 

residents and protect springs where gazelle drink from. In Tsagaan- Ovoo soum, Dornod 

province, students organized a meeting with representatives of the Soum authorities, 

Herder Representatives, and Bagh Community Associations, discussed ways to address 

gazelle mortality and illegal hunting. As a result of this discussion, the Soum Citizens' 

Representative Khural passed a resolution the Governor issued an ordinance announcing a 

14 day campaign to protect gazelle. 

 
“Gazelle conservation through our eyes” joint meeting was organized with representatives 

of eco club students and aimag authorities from 3 aimags. Students introduced their 

activities on gazelle conservation to their authorities and potential solutions to problems on 

gazelle conservation. As a result of the meeting the following resolutions were issued. 

Khentii aimag promised to organize one month campaign on gazelle conservation and 

protect three springs, Dornod and Sukhbaatar aimag authorities promised that May 22 will 

be declared as gazelle conservation day so that all the three aimags will have a same day 

to raise awareness on gazelle protection.  

 

The documentary "Popular climatology" of the Public Television of Primorye, filmed by 

television with the support of WWF Russia and the interregional 

environmental press club "Poslednyaya Sreda, entered the final 

of the competition of the Russian society "Knowledge" in the 

nomination "Educational Film of the Year" 

The film tells about natural and anthropogenic climate changes, 

global climatic transformations and clearly demonstrates the 

destructive consequences of human activity, burning fossil fuels. 

The sooner society realizes the global nature of this complex task, the more actively it will 

begin to take part in its solution. Sometimes the climate problem is monstrously dramatized, 

even demonized. And they say: "And this is to make it easier for people to understand." 

Wouldn't it be better not to do this, but present it in the form of documentary films? Then it 

will be visualized and intelligible for people. And this is much better than exacerbating the 

problem. Cinema conveys movement, emotions, and without movement and emotions we 

will never understand what is happening with the climate and what we should do about it. " 

Geography of shows: Vladivostok, Moscow, Beijing, St. Petersburg, Kronstadt. The 
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uniqueness of this project, as the site of the Russian society "Knowledge" notes, is that for 

the first time an attempt was made to tell the mass audience about the work of 

climatologists using the cinema language.

Rangers of Khar Yamaat Nature Reserve (NR) do maintain records of wildlife individuals 

when they go on patrolling.  To confirm the monitoring data on wildlife heads and locations 

collected by rangers and assess the current ungulate populations 

in the NR, the quarterly inventories were done with a line transect 

method in 2021.   

 

Rangers of the NR and buffer zone sub-provinces jointly 

conducted the latest quarterly inventory in December, 2021. 

While 14 individuals of red deer (Cervus Elaphus) and 136 

individuals of Mongolian gazelle (Procapra gutturosa) were 

recorded in the NR in December, 2020, there were 22 red deer 

individuals and 150 Mongolian gazelle individuals were recorded 

in the NR in December, 2021. Most of all, the Mongolian gazelle population has been 

increased regularly occurred inside the NR in all seasons since 2015, according to their 

inventory results.  

 

D. Kherlenbaatar, a ranger of Khar Yamaat NR, says “lately, wildlife populations in the NR 

have become to regularly increase thanks to the increasing participatory conservation 

efforts. At the same time, illegal hunting has become no longer to occur in the NR. We are 

really happy for that the wildlife habitats are being recovered and protected”.    

 

Overall, Khar Yamaat NR is characterized with its specific natural formations such as aspen 

stands and rocky habitats that are abundant by woody plants such as dwarf birch, and 

almond stands and which provide for a home to diverse biodiversity including forest 

ungulates and predators such as grey wolf, lynx, Manul or Pallas’ cat, Eurasian badger, 

Golden eagle, and Sake falcon in the region. Thus, Khar Yamaat NR is called as “Khangay” 

in the steppe.  

 

In May 2020, the Mongolian Parliament appointed a total of 10 sites under special state 

protection as a result of the WWF-Mongolia cooperation with the parties and the active 

participation of local communities. One of them was Gutain Davaa, a scenic area in the 

Amur Heilong ecoregion. Appointing this land under special state protection was a crucial 
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decision from the environmental point of view. Companies were planning to start a gold 

mining in the Onon River, the source of more than 20,000 people in eight soums in Khentii 

province, and local residents protested to protect the area. If gold mining was started, there 

was a risk of irreversible damage to the Onon River, the source of the Amur River, and the 

ecology of the Onon River Basin. 

 

To date, Administration of Onon Balj National Park (OBNP) is responsible for Gutai Davaa, 

the newly established protected area (PA). As legally stated, a National Park has three 

internal zones: special, tourism and travel, and limited use that have their specific 

conservation regimes. A proposal for internal 

zoning of the newly established PA was 

prepared based on nine specific criteria 

related to forest resource, wildlife habitat, 

historical and cultural heritages, upper areas 

or sources of rivers and streams, sustainable 

natural resource use by local residents, 

tourism development, and former seasonal 

campsites of local herders prior to the 

established PA. The proposal for internal zoning drafted by the Administration of OBNP was 

presented to the Governor’s Offices, local residents (herder  households) residing inside 

and adjacent areas of the NP’s boundaries in territories of Binder and Batshireet sub-

provinces of Khentii aimag for their comments. A total of 110 local residents (63 male and 

47 female) provided their comments to the draft proposal.  Most of the locals were positive 

and in favour of the proposal expressed their desires to have it approved by the Ministry of 

Environment and Tourism. The proposal for internal zoning was prepared with a 

participatory approach based on the specific criteria, where needs of environmental 

conservation and interests of local communities were equally considered pursuant to the 

legal provisions on NP and its internal zones’ specifics and regimes.  In this meaning, the 

proposal seems to be a model for internal zoning of NP in the current practice.   
 

WWF-Mongolia has been working with Provincial Department of Environment and Tourism 

at Sukhbaatar and other 4 River Basin Authorities who includes to the Sukhbaatar province 

to support the delineation of water protection zones for water bodies as a no-go areas in 

regards to Law on Water. Within the framework of this work, the boundaries of the water 

protection zone are being delineated about 500k hectares areas and determined in 

cooperation with soum and bag citizens and all levels of local government organizations, 

and are being prepared for submission to the Provincial local parliament for approval at 
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Sukhbaatar province. This work was one of the important part of AHEC part in Mongolia, 

because of Khentii & Dornod provinces are approved their water protection zones more 

than 2.3 million hectares as a no-go areas between 2016 & 2020, separately. 

 

If approved the water protection zone by Sukhbaatar province local parliament, water 

protection zones will be established in the floodplains and wetlands of the steppe region, as 

well as in rivers & lakes, ponds, natural springs, pasture wells and drinking water wells and 

the others. Additionally, the river network will be fully protected in Eastern Mongolia 

according to the Law on Water. It is also to protect water sources from depletion and 

pollution, and to prevent floods for settlement areas. 
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Branch of sub-commissions on prevention of environmental crimes in Khentii and Dornod 

provinces were established with a support from WWF-Mongolia in 2018 to coordinate and 

intensify activities on prevention of environmental crimes on ground, while branch of sub-

commissions on prevention of environmental crimes in 

Sukhbaatar province was established recently in 2020 with same 

purpose in Sukhbaatar province. 

 

Secretaries from the branches of sub-commission of Dornod, 

Khentii and Sukhbaatar along with staff from the department of 

Environment and Tourism from all three provinces held a meeting 

on the 24 November 2021 in Chinggis city with WWF-Mongolia. 

 

Secretaries presented their annual work plan and exchanged their experiences. Branches 

of the sub-commission agreed to implement regional joint work on prevention of 

environmental crimes in Eastern Mongolia with WWF-Mongolia and include their work plans 

in 2022. Moreover, they agreed to support children’s initiatives on prevention of 

environmental crimes. 

 

In mid-summer 2021 (27.07.2021), WWF Russia and the 

Khabarovsky branch of the All-Russian Society for Nature 

Conservation (VOOP) sent a letter to Polymetal Company with a 

proposal to suspend work in the Khabarovsky province on the project 

“Development of the Kutynskoye gold deposit by open cut. 1st stage. 

Mining part” and “Mining and processing complex at Kutynskoye gold 

field” due to the fact that the key recommendations of the public 

environmental expertise were not fulfilled. The expertise was 

performed by the scientific and expert community, as well as by non-government 

environmental organizations, and the scientifically based comments and recommendations 

were submitted to the company. 

 

However, Polymetal Company not only ignored these proposals, but also speeded up the 

process of the area development, including the start of shipping operations and cargo 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/otritsatelnoe-zaklyuchenie-obshchestvennoy-ekspertizy-po-proektu-kompanii-polimetall-v-khabarovskom-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/otritsatelnoe-zaklyuchenie-obshchestvennoy-ekspertizy-po-proektu-kompanii-polimetall-v-khabarovskom-/
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transshipment in the Ulbansky Bay, which is a key habitat for rare species. The intense 

activities on the Tugursky peninsula are well detected by satellite images. 

 

It is important to note that the environment impact assessment (EIA) for the transport and 

logistics project implemented in the Ulbansky Bay was never presented for discussion with 

stakeholders and have not been approved by the state environmental expertise. Thus, the 

company ignored the requirements of the Russian legislation aimed at ensuring the 

environmental safety in the coastal zone. 

 

Due to the fact that Polymetal company took a course to ignore the public's 

recommendations to improve the environmental safety of the project, environmental 

organizations including WWF and VOOP decided to end the fruitless dialogue with the 

company and will use other mechanisms to prevent environmental threats from this project. 

We’d like to inform that we are sending the materials on the identified violations to the 

environmental agencies. Moreover, we are ready to continue discussing the current 

situation within the framework of an interagency Commission with the participation of 

regional executive authorities, environmental structures and prosecutors. 

 
More information here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-i-voop-napravili-
otkrytoe-pismo-v-organy-vlasti-i-rosprirodnadzor-ob-opasnostyakh-novogo-/  
 

In total, 62 employees from the Bikin and Udegeiskaya Legenda National Parks and Krasny 

Yar’s villagers successfully passed training at the Guide School organized by WWF Russia 

with the support of HSBC Bank and Discovery in cooperation with the Bikin National Park. 

The training was organized in two stages, it was held in spring and autumn in the village of 

Krasny Yar in Primorye at the headquarters of the Bikin National Park where the ecological 

tourism is one of the important components of  work and the 

potential income for the local people. 

 

At the theoretical and practical lessons, the future guides studied 

the basics of hospitality, psychology and conflict management. 

They learned to ensure comfortable and safe stay of visitors in the 

park, how to provide first aid to the injured, and how to survive in 

the wild. Students also received knowledge on the basics in 

tourism rules and regulations, design of tourist products, 

methodology for creating tours and technological maps of the route, on ethnography and 

heritage studies. 

 

The experts with a broad experience in tourism development from Primorsky Arsenyev’s 

Museum, Tourist Information Center and the Trade Union Educational and Methodological 

Center were invited as trainers in the Tour Guide School. 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-i-voop-napravili-otkrytoe-pismo-v-organy-vlasti-i-rosprirodnadzor-ob-opasnostyakh-novogo-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-i-voop-napravili-otkrytoe-pismo-v-organy-vlasti-i-rosprirodnadzor-ob-opasnostyakh-novogo-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/shkola-ekskursovoda-podgotovila-provodnikov-v-mir-prirody-bikina/
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More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/shkola-gidov-ot-wwf-rossii-

zavershilas-v-natsionalnom-parke-bikin-/ 

 

With the support from “Promoting Dryland Sustainable Landscapes and Biodiversity 

Conservation in the Eastern Steppe of Mongolia” project, eco club students from secondary 

schools of Norovlin and Dadal soums in Khentii aimag planted 500 

seedlings and 600 grams of seeds of bird-cherry tree (Padus asiaticus) on 

October 1, 2021 in a newly built children's eco-summer camp in Norovlin 

soum.  

 

Last year the eco-club students of the secondary school in Dadal soum, 

Khentii aimag, planted the seeds of the bird cherry tree fruit to create a 

grove in their school yard. They shared their experiences with students 

from the neighboring eco-club in Norovlin soum and planted seedlings 

together to build a grove of bird-cherry trees too. 

 

The purpose of the initiative was to use the seeds of the fruits instead of 

just throwing them, to re-plant bird-cherry trees and create a grove named 

after eco-clubs, to create an eco-environment, to teach children how to treat nature properly, 

to protect and restore, and to organize forest campaigns and involve of children and youth 

in these soums, as well as give contribution on sustainable forest management. The 

specialists from the WWF-Mongolia, and the Onon Balj National Park Administration 

provided methodological advice to eco-club students.  

  

Specialists in environmental education and tourism of 19 reserves and national parks in the 

south of the Far East, from Primorye to Zabaikalie, gathered on September 20-24 for 

advanced training courses in Khabarovsk under the 

additional professional program "Environmental education 

and tourism in specially protected natural areas." 

The leading topic of the training was the application of the 

fbasics of the interpretation of natural, cultural and 

historical heritage for nature conservation purposes. The 

trainers spoke about different ways of perceiving 

information by listeners and tools to influence the audience. The training took place in the 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/shkola-gidov-ot-wwf-rossii-zavershilas-v-natsionalnom-parke-bikin-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/shkola-gidov-ot-wwf-rossii-zavershilas-v-natsionalnom-parke-bikin-/
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format of lectures and trainings. Theoretical material was alternated with practical tasks for 

greater involvement in the learning process. Another topic of the courses was the use of 

souvenirs for protected areas. Why and how to create branded souvenirs for reserves and 

national parks, how to interact with craftsmen from among local residents, why the high-

quality packaging is important. 

Within the framework of the XIII Far Eastern Conference on Nature Conservation, a special 

and most numerous section "Problems of environmental education and educational tourism 

in protected areas" was organized. 16 reports were presented here. The specialists shared 

their experience of working in their territories, talked about original developments, problems, 

discussed reports with colleagues and prepared proposals for the resolution of the 

conference, which will be sent to the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of the 

Russian Federation, regional authorities and protected areas of the Far East. 

Khabarovsky province governor Mikhail Degtyarev encharged the provincial government 

with the task to introduce additional bans on Pacific salmon 

fishing in order to preserve its stocks in the Amur River. 

Recently, WWF Russia raised concern on critically low level of 

salmon spawning grounds filling in the Amur River tributaries 

at the International Forum “Amur – the River of life” and at the 

International Scientific Conference “Regions of New 

Development: actual status of natural complexes and their 

protection”, as well as during the working meeting with two 

deputies of the State Duma of the Russian Federation. Moreover, since this April, WWF has 

submitted several letters to the head of the Federal Agency for Fishery, the Governor and 

one senators with recommendations on how to preserve Pacific salmon stocks in the Amur 

River.  

In 2021, the official fishery science recommended for catch 13 thousand tons of autumn 

chum salmon in the Amur River, but the fishermen were able to catch just a bit more than a 

third - 5.7 thousand tons. Earlier, in 2019-2020, only half of the forecasts (8.1 and 7.6 

thousand tons, respectively) was harvested. 

After the liquidation of the observation stations on the Amur, the calculation of the real 

number of fish in the spawning grounds by the official fishery science became impossible. 

In this regard, it is not feasible to correctly estimate the coefficients of fry migration and the 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/glavy-pyati-subektov-amurskogo-basseyna-podpisali-memorandum-o-realizatsii-mer-po-sokhraneniyu-ekosi/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-podnyal-problemu-pustykh-nerestilishch-na-amure-na-mezhdunarodnoy-konferentsii-v-khabarov/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-podnyal-problemu-pustykh-nerestilishch-na-amure-na-mezhdunarodnoy-konferentsii-v-khabarov/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-podnyal-problemu-pustykh-nerestilishch-na-amure-na-mezhdunarodnoy-konferentsii-v-khabarov/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-podnyal-problemu-pustykh-nerestilishch-na-amure-na-mezhdunarodnoy-konferentsii-v-khabarov/
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return of salmon to the Amur. However, theoretical calculation cannot be applied to regulate 

fishing. Wrong forecasts of salmon run have led to the low chances for fishermen to harvest 

their legal quota, and the spawning grounds have been empty for 4 years already. People 

and animals that feed on salmon are left without fish. The data of public monitoring of the 

Amur salmon stocks status over the last 4 years are disappointing”. 

During 4 years, volunteers from the Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North of 

Khabarovsky province and independent fish biologists have been working on the study of 

the wild salmon stocks reproduction in the Amur River. 

 

Even the restrictions on fishing introduced in 2018 do not significantly change the situation. 

Today, it is essential to take urgent drastic actions to preserve wild salmon. 

WWF-Russia’ proposed priority measures are here  

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-podderzhivaet-reshenie-gubernatora-

khabarovskogo-kraya-sokhranit-dikie-populyatsii-losose/

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-podderzhivaet-reshenie-gubernatora-khabarovskogo-kraya-sokhranit-dikie-populyatsii-losose/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-podderzhivaet-reshenie-gubernatora-khabarovskogo-kraya-sokhranit-dikie-populyatsii-losose/
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WWF-Mongolia supports leadership and initiatives of eco-club members-school children 

given a priority to safety of each child engaged in environmental protection. They organized 

online training on child safety and protection for eco-club teachers in Khentii province in 

December, 2021.  

 

Agenda of the training covered the key considerations of WWF-Mongolia Child 

Safeguarding guidance included prevention from loss of faith of children and any potential 

risks to children and better understanding on specifics of physical and mental growth of 

adolescents in order to appropriately interact with them. Besides, the trainees were 

suggested with that they need to closely cooperate, consult, and obtain permissions from 

parents provided them with comprehensive details and 

awareness on the proposed activities. This is a way to respect 

rights of parents.  Eco-club teachers actively took place in the 

online training exchanged their views and thoughts based on 

the specific case studies they had.  The educational 

counsellor, who guided the online training, recommended 

using participatory learning approaches to develop child 

creativity and upgrading their skills to improve learners’ 

achievements.  

 

Despite the pandemic related restrictions, WWF-Mongolia 

organized the online capacity building training on child safety for eco-club teachers and 

educators. The topic, the child safety, is one of the priority considerations for WWF 

community to prevent from any potential risks to children. In this meaning, the online 

training has been useful for the eco-club educators.  

Under a campaign “We can reduce plastic wastes”, the eco-club members in Onon River 

Basin have had containers for plastic wastes in front of their school buildings.  Also, the 

eco-club members have already started making a variety of useful products of the collected 

plastic containers and organizing awareness raising discussions on negative environmental 

and health impacts of plastic wastes for their school children.  Participants-school children 
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of the discussions say “firstly, we need to change our attitudes towards wastes and to share 

our awareness with our family members and neighbours in order to change their traditional 

behaviours and ultimately to make our hometowns clean through improved waste 

management.  We are really happy for that the local authorities do support us”.  

 

Supported these eco-club initiatives, Administration of Onon-Ulz River Basin organizes 

public awareness activities on reduction of plastic wastes for local residents in seven sub-

provinces located in the River Basin through preparation of waste management plan for the 

water resource areas in the sub-provinces’ territories.  One of the planned awareness 

activities is a mobile awareness event “Plastic Free Rivers”, which was organized in seven 

sub-provinces in Onon-Ulz River Basin in December, 2021.    

 

The mobile event was attended by over 200 individuals including local residents, public 

servants, and members of environmental conservation communities and eco-clubs in the 

sub-provinces.  On the mobile event, presentations and discussions on the topics such as 

negative environmental impacts of plastic wastes and importance of waste sorting out were 

held and the discussions were interesting and useful to help change their behaviours, 

according to their attendees. “This type of events is much useful for  not only increased 

public awareness but also for behavioural change of authorities and decision makers” the 

attendees said. Participants of the mobile awareness event were distributed by a handout 

material on negative environmental and health impacts of wastes.  

 

In addition, WWF-Mongolia initiated "Plastic free rivers" initiative in 2018 to engage 

stakeholders in the process of reducing plastic waste from rivers. The initiative started 

successfully and "Plastic free Kherlen river" campaign is being carried out with the 

participation of the citizens to remove plastic waste from Kherlen River in the eastern part of 

the country.   
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WWF Russia and the Primorsky Ministry of Forestry for the first time presented an 
interactive map illustrating all forest fires over the past decade. This innovation was 

presented at a joint press conference in Vladivostok on 
November 25. It fundamentally changes the approach to the 
firefighting management and is planned to be applied in 2022. 

At the press conference the speakers summed up the results of 

the autumn fire season and the work of the forest fire service in 

2021, reported about the interaction of public organizations and 

the Government of Primorsky province, and focused on the 

presentation of an interactive map of forest fires frequency in the 

region, jointly created this year by the Primorsky Ministry of 

Forestry and WWF Russia. 

 
It is impossible to solve the problem of fires without a more detailed study of the situation. 
We need to know where exactly and how often Primorye is “burning”. In summer 2021, a 
detailed analysis of space images over the past 10 years was launched. This work took 
more than 4 months, as a result, an interactive map of the fire frequency of Primorsky 
province was created and published on the Internet. This innovation allows to identify the 
territories which need additional fire-fighting measures. 
 

A special part of the press conference was devoted to the interaction of WWF-Russia and 

the Government of Primorsky province in forest conservation. The main directions of joint 

work are in a PR on the link below : 

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/lesa/vse-pozhary-za-poslednee-

desyatiletie-minleskhoz-primorya-i-wwf-rossii-vpervye-proillyustrirovali-pr/ 

 

According to WWF satellite monitoring, in 2021, the number of 

cases of river pollution in Siberia and the Far East increased by 44, 

compared to 2020; the length of contaminated sites, by 2,197 

kilometers; and the number of polluted rivers, by 24. 

WWF Russia is convinced that the problem of river pollution, as a 

result of the activities of gold mining companies, is extremely 

pressing and requires urgent solution. In 2021, the Amur Region is 

the undisputed leader in pollution, where experts have identified 45% 

https://www.primorsky.ru/authorities/executive-agencies/departments/forestry/karta-gorimosti-primorskogo-kraya/
https://www.primorsky.ru/authorities/executive-agencies/departments/forestry/karta-gorimosti-primorskogo-kraya/
https://www.primorsky.ru/authorities/executive-agencies/departments/forestry/karta-gorimosti-primorskogo-kraya/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/lesa/vse-pozhary-za-poslednee-desyatiletie-minleskhoz-primorya-i-wwf-rossii-vpervye-proillyustrirovali-pr/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/lesa/vse-pozhary-za-poslednee-desyatiletie-minleskhoz-primorya-i-wwf-rossii-vpervye-proillyustrirovali-pr/
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of the total amount of pollution. The largest “contribution” in terms of pollution has been 

made by the Amur Region, Trans-Baikal, Krasnoyarsk and Khabarovsk Territories: together, 

they are responsible for 85% of cases and 91% of the length of contaminated sites. Such 

conclusions were made by WWF experts based on the results of public monitoring of water 

bodies in the Amur basin and in the south of Eastern Siberia, downstream the alluvial gold 

mining sites, according to satellite images. Though the authorities of the Amur Region and 

the Amur Administration of the Federal Service for Supervision of Natural Resource Usage 

made colossal efforts, they are failed to change the situation; the rivers were polluted even 

more than last year. In WWF’s opinion, the situation with pollution will not change until the 

number of licenses given for prospecting, exploration and production of alluvial gold is 

significantly reduced. When there are about 1,500 licenses in the region, of which almost a 

thousand are exploration licenses, it is impossible to reduce river pollution by control and 

supervisory methods: the existing inspectorate staff is simply physically not able to carry out 

full-fledged supervision. 

In 2020, WWF Russia and environmental organizations published their position on alluvial 

gold mining. In November 2021, WWF Russia addressed the Public Chamber of the 

Russian Federation with a request for an in-depth discussion of the problem and solutions.  

 

WWF Russia and partner organizations openly inform the public about the problem. Since 

2020, a special information portal zolotari.net has been operating. In 2021, the musicians of 

the FAZA band also supported a public campaign against the destruction of rivers during 

alluvial gold mining.  

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/altay/issledovanie-wwf-novye-

rekordy-zolotodobytchikov-sibiri-i-dalnego-vostoka-po-zagryazneniyu-rek-/ 

A year ago, the first training of public forest inspectors was held in Primorye. It was 

organized by WWF Russia jointly with the Ministry of Forestry and Hunting of the Primorsky 

Territory and the Primorsky State Agricultural Academy. Active beekeepers, employees of 

hunting farms and public organizations sat down at their desks. They got acquainted with 

the basics of forestry and legislation, types of forest activities and taxation rules, learned 

how to calculate the characteristics of the forest under study and environmental damage 

when illegal logging is detected. 

 

During this year, with the participation of public forest inspectors in Primorye, 14 illegal 

logging with a volume of more than 748 cubic meters and a damage of 56 million rubles 

were revealed. 

 

https://wwf.ru/about/positions/dobycha-rossypnogo-zolota/
https://wwf.ru/about/positions/dobycha-rossypnogo-zolota/
https://zolotari.net/
https://cloud.mail.ru/public/xBD9/SGEr9czsH
https://cloud.mail.ru/public/xBD9/SGEr9czsH
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/altay/issledovanie-wwf-novye-rekordy-zolotodobytchikov-sibiri-i-dalnego-vostoka-po-zagryazneniyu-rek-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/altay/issledovanie-wwf-novye-rekordy-zolotodobytchikov-sibiri-i-dalnego-vostoka-po-zagryazneniyu-rek-/
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A film crew of the Public Television of 

Primorye and members of the interregional 

ecological press club “Poslednyaya Sreda” 

recently visited one of these illegal logging 

site. Illegal felling of four elite oaks in one of 

the forestry costs 1,200,000 rubles, which is 

especially large damage. The wood was 

seized, a criminal case was instituted, the 

"spikes" - as the brigades hunting for 

valuable wood are called here, were caught 

red-handed and will not escape responsibility. 

 

For the effective work of public forest inspectors, WWF Russia has specially created a 

mobile application and a web application that help to identify and record forest violations. 

These programs are installed on the mobile devices of public figures and are actively used 

by them in raids. 

 

The institute of public forest inspectors began to be created in various regions of the 

country several years ago. In Primorye, in November 2019, the Regulation on public forest 

inspectors of the Primorye was approved and published, describing the procedure for 

submitting documents and enrolling in the corps of inspectors, the rights and obligations of 

inspectors. 

 

In addition to Primorye, training seminars from WWF Russia, the State Agricultural 

Academy and the State Forest Service for the training of public forest inspectors were held 

in 2021 in the Jewish Autonomous Region. For 2022, such training is planned in the 

Zabaikalsky and Amursky Provinces. 
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As the countdown comes to an end, we welcome the year 2022 of the tiger with a breeze. 
In the auspicious occasion of bidding farewell to the old and welcoming the new, WWF 
wishes you all a vigorous and prosperous new year! 
 
What is the first image that comes to your mind when you think of a tiger? Is it the majestic 

“forest king” style, or tales like The Tiger and The Fox 
(Borrowing Power to Do Evil),Wu Song Fights the Tigers 
(Episode in Water Marginger and other tales, or the tiger’s 
shoes and hats sewn by your grandmother as a child, or ...... 
your Chinese zodiac is the tiger? 
 
Whatever the impression is, it is almost always inseparable 
from the image of the tiger itself, fierce and strong, which is 
also fully displayed in the traditional Chinese culture. 
 
The tiger culture in China has an early origin, at least 8,000 
to 9,000 years ago. As a fierce beast, the tiger is closely 
related to the production life of the primitive hunting people. 
It is speculated that the primitive tribal clans in China took 

the tiger as a totem because they regarded the tiger as the ancestor or protector of the tribe. 
 
To this day, the tiger’s image is even more deeply rooted in people’s hearts, folklore, 
literature, poetry, opera, myths and legends, animation, fiction, and E-gaming ...... it is 
undoubtedly one of the most recognizable and familiar animals in the big cat family. 
 
Not only does it have a long cultural history, but this part of China has had a footprint of 
tiger life as far back as more than two million years ago. As we welcome the Year of the 
Tiger, let’s learn more about China’s tigers! 
 
The land of tigers is beneath your feet and mine 
 
In the past hundred years, a large number of tiger fossils have been found in various parts 
of China, among which the oldest geological age is probably the ancient Chinese tiger or 
Panthera tigris paleosinensis. This is a well-preserved tiger fossil found in 1920 at the 38th 
site of Langou, Mianchi, Henan Province, which belongs to the late Pliocene or early 
Pleistocene, about two million years ago. 
 
After careful study, experts concluded that this fossil was “probably the ancestor of the 
tiger.” Later, the fossil of the ancient Chinese tiger was also found in Nongxiang, Gansu 
Province. Although a small number of tiger fossils have been found in other countries, the 
geological age is relatively late, so it can be judged that the tiger originated in China. 
 
According to the study published by experts Ma Yiqing and Wen Rongsheng in 2015, the 
locations of the tiger fossils excavated in China, as well as the geological age, were 
compiled and analyzed, and combined with the comprehensive study of geology, ecological 
environment, and human environment, it was confirmed that the tiger originated in the area 
around the middle reaches of the Yellow River in China two million years ago. 
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After that, the tigers spread outward to the Korean Peninsula and the Far East in the east, 
to the Caspian Sea coast and eastern Turkey in the west, to Siberia in the north, to 
Southeast Asia in the south, and partly across to Sumatra, Java and Bali, and some tigers’ 
distribution areas extended to Myanmar and the Indian subcontinent. 
 
In China, tiger populations were recorded in almost all provincial political regions in the past, 
especially before the 20th century, when there were records of tigers maintaining a 

continuous range in northern, central, and south-eastern China. 
Other regions such as Northeast China, Tibet, and Xinjiang are 
relatively poorly documented, probably because of these regions' 
poorly developed recording systems or the small size of the 
inhabited populations. 
 
Due to the historical overexploitation of natural resources (e.g., over-
harvesting of forests, land reclamation, mining, etc.) and poaching, 
the wild population of tigers in China has been drastically reduced, 
and its range has shrunk. Today, there are only wild Amur Tiger 
(Panthera tigris altaica) populations living in the eastern part of Jilin 
and Heilongjiang provinces near the Russian-Chinese border, as 
well as a few wild Indochinese Tigers (Panthera tigris corbetti) 
photographed in southwestern Yunnan Province and wild Bengal 
Tigers (Panthera tigris tigris) in Motuo County, Tibet. 

 
The establishment of the national park leads to remarkable performances in protecting the 
Amur Tiger and Leopard 
 
Tigers are at the top of the food chain of the forest ecosystem. They are an indicator 
species for the ecosystem's health and play an essential role as an umbrella species and 
flagship species. In other words, protecting tigers in the wild is not just about saving a single 
species, more importantly, about preserving a connected habitat, a healthy vegetation 
structure, and an entire food chain, with excellent conservation value and biological 
significance. 
 
To protect the tiger, China proposed a hunting ban of tigers in the 1950s, and in September 
1962, the State Council included the tiger in the wildlife protection list. In January 1989, the 
“National Key Wildlife Protection List” listed the tiger as a key the national level protected 
species. in 1993, the use of tiger bones for pharmaceuticals was banned. 
 
In 2001, the Amur tiger and leopard conservation entered a new phase with the 
establishment of the Amur Tiger Nature Reserve in Hunchun, Jilin, the first nature reserve 
in China that focuses on the conservation of the tiger and its habitat. Based on the 
increased anti-poaching efforts and the compensation mechanism for human-tiger conflicts, 
the pressure on the survival of Amur tigers and leopards has been further alleviated. 
 
In 2010s, commercial logging of natural forests in key state-owned forest areas in Northeast 
China has been banned. With the emphasis of nature conservation, many past loggers and 
forestry workers have transformed into rangers. 
 
In 2017, the Northeast China Tiger and Leopard National Park (NCTLNP) Pilot was officially 
launched, with a total area of 1,461,200 ha.. In October 2021, the 15th Conference of the 
Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity held in Kunming, announced the list of 
China's first national parks, and the NCTLNP became one of the first national parks. This 
marks a milestone of tiger conservation in China. 
 
This national park-based nature reserve management system, in general, is to move from 
the previous regional or single species conservation to large-scale conservation under the 
perspective of large spatial scale ecosystem, which will further promote the effective Amur 
tiger and the habitats recovery in China. 
 
Good news has also emerged this year. The number of wild tigers and leopards in the Park 
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has increased to 50 and 60, respectively, from 27 and 42 at the beginning of the pilot 
program in 2017.  
 
Future Challenges: Improving Habitat Connectivity and Mitigating Human-Wildlife 
Conflict 
 
With the increasing efforts of wildlife conservation in China, the population of Amur tiger has 
increased significantly and its range is expanding, a reflection of the positive ecological 
environment in Northeast China. 
 
But at the same time, the risk of HWC is increasing. China has actively taken a number of 
initiatives, including the implementation of compensation mechanisms, strengthening the 
safety and emergency knowledge of local villagers, raising villagers’ own awareness of 
prevention, enhancing monitoring and early warning and emergency response 
preparedness. Habitat fragmentation is another major problem hinders the tiger recovery. 
The tigers like “Hu Wa” is difficult to find a mate in its isolated range.  
 
In addition, the prey density is relatively low. The current prey density in Laoyeling Mountain 
Wanda Mountain, and Lesser Khingan Mountains are insufficient to support the continued 
growth of tiger numbers. 
 
WWF and its partners helps introduce the SAFE system to mitigate HWC in China’s tiger 
range, improve the habitat connectivity and recover the prey for tigers.  WWF and its 
partners have identified a number of corridors. In the future, planning and building 
ecological corridors are key task of conservation. 
 
The Year of the Tiger is not only a time to tell China’s story and share with the international 
community the results and experience of doubling the number of wild tigers in China, but 
also an important moment for us to face new conservation challenges and write a new 
chapter in the harmonious coexistence of humans and tigers. 
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